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Our Mission
Supporting the science and technology that will make it possible to cure, prevent, or manage all disease by the end of the century.

10 Year Plan
Accelerating biomedical science by developing new tools and technologies and supporting open, collaborative models of research.

Our Values
People
Technology
Collaboration
Open Science
Accelerating Biomedicine

We Fund Grants and RFAs

We Collaborate

We Build Science Tech Team

We Engage Science in Society
Programs

Experiments in accelerating science

Building tools and resources, for and with scientists

Changing the culture of science

- CZ Biohub
- Imaging
- Neurodegeneration Challenge Network
- Open Science
- Science in Society
- Single-Cell Biology
Thank you!

CZI-wide
https://twitter.com/ChanZuckerberg
https://www.facebook.com/chanzuckerberginitiative/
https://www.instagram.com/chanzuckerberginitiative
www.linkedin.com/company/chan-zuckerberg-initiative
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZioI6fb9SUdLIQ7DlE09w
https://medium.com/czi-technology

CZI Science
https://twitter.com/cziscience
https://medium.com/@cziscience
jcool@chanzuckerberg.com
@jcoolscience
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